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ABSTRACT
Text clustering methods have various deficiencies like overlap, inefficiency, speed
and time. Due to the increase in number of concepts and number of documents,
clustering becomes more difficult one where reducing overlap, time and increasing
speed and efficiency of clustering. We propose a new technique using various
measures like Conceptual Strength Measure, Conceptual Depth Measure, and
Semantic Similarity Measure to identify the cluster. Each text document is
preprocessed to identify monogram and bigrams by removing stop words and
performing stemming process and we used stanford part of speech tagger to identify
nouns. At the second stage we compute all the four measures, we used ODP
taxonomy and wordnet to collect the terms related to each cluster , concepts , root
class and subclass and pointers from wordnet. Finally we compute a combined
weight to identify the cluster of the text document.
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INTRODUCTION
Text clustering has been reviewed of past 25 years in the area of information technology, data mining. The
application of text clustering has impact in various domains and application. Whenever the volume of document
increases, the process of mining or extracting information becomes complicated. In order to extract or mine
exact document or knowledge is completely depend on the kind of clustering methodology used.
Clustering is a way of organizing or indexing the text document, so that the document can be retrieved
easier at later stage. The text document contains several paragraphs, each paragraph may contain many
statements and a statement is combination of terms. For clustering purpose each documents has to be analyzed
and identified about the concept what it is talking about. For example if we give 100 documents, each
documents topic has to be identified, so that we can index the document into a cluster. Some of the document
may discuss about data mining and few of them may speak about image processing and so on. The problem
here is what we do when the volume of documents increases; this is where we start thinking about the clustering
algorithms which works on computerized manner.
When we computerize the process of text mining or text clustering, the time complexity and overlap of
clustering has to be taken care of. Sometimes a single document may be indexed into different cluster or indexed
into a wrong category. So that, selecting a clustering algorithm have few key points to reduce the time
complexity and to increase the efficiency of the clustering algorithm.
We propose a new text clustering algorithm which is based on the conceptual and semantic measures. We
compute the conceptual measures and identify the cluster to which the document is belongs to. The CCBS used
standford part of speech tagger and word net and ODP taxonomy to compute the conceptual measures. We used
pos tagger to identify the key terms present in the document and wordnet is used to identify synset pointers
which specifies the related terms. ODP taxonomy is an open source hierarchical dictionary which contains set of
terms below a single category.
Background:
There are various inventions which have proposed by various research peoples. We discuss the basic
methods here for the better understanding. Hierarchical clustering is proposed earlier, where the documents are
clustered hierarchically, in this the time complexity is more. In order to search a document in this way of
clustering the processing time is more.
K-means clustering is proposed, where the documents are indexed using the distance between the text
documents and the terms in the document. Here the problem of false indexing is present and time complexity is
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also more. Frequent term based indexing is also proposed, which cluster the document only using the frequency
of the terms. For each term in the document the number of occurrence is calculated and total terms are computed
and finally frequency of particular term is also computed. Term Frequency TF is computed and Inverse
Document Frequency IDF is calculated Based on computed values TF, IDF and Entropy weight is calculated.
Based on the calculated weight the document will be indexed to a single cluster.
Frequent pattern based clustering also proposed, here we identify the set of pattern of occurrence of terms is
calculated and the document is indexed.
2) A Probabilistic Analysis of the Rocchio Algorithm with tfidf for Text Categorization is proposed but lags
with efficiency due to the time taken to select few terms from bag of words.
3) To reduce the processing time various dimensionality reduction techniques like Information Gain,
Mutual Information, Chi-Square, Odds ratio, and so on.
4) The web document management methodology is proposed which uses selection of unigrams and bigrams
for document indexing, unigrams are single nouns and bigrams are double consecutive nouns. Both unigram and
bigram are used with the taxonomy to identify the class of document.
5). Term-based ontology mining methods are presented in Ontology Learning for the Semantic Web, which
uses synonymy and hyponymy relation between words.
6). Apriori like algorithms are proposed for pattern mining from large set of documents, however searching
interested pattern is a difficult problem
7) An Effective Hash-Based Algorithm for Mining Association Rules proposed for text categorization using
association rules. The rule mining techniques are uses support and count methods to generate the association
rules. Based on the generated rules the document could be indexed to a category.
8. A Two-Stage Text Mining Model for Information Filtering, is proposed, which combined term-based and
pattern based approach to reduce the mismatch problem of information filtering and retrieval.
9. A Probabilistic Model of Information Retrieval: Development and Comparative Experiments is
discussed, which works based on the probability of document related to the user query or search.
10. An Effective Rule-Based Probabilistic classifier for text mining is discussed. It presents a methodology
to generate positive and negative rules. Based on generated rules they calculate probability values to identify the
category of document.
Proposed Method:
The proposed method has four stages like preprocessing, calculating Concept Match Measure, Concept
Density Measure, Semantic Informative Measure and calculating Combined Weight, at last Clustering.

Fig. 1: System Architecture
A. Preprocessing:
At the preprocessing stage, our proposed method reads the testing documents and preprocesses the
documents from the document set Ds. It reads the textual information from each document Di from the document
set Ds and generates a term set Ts. From the term set Ts , unnecessary words are removed as stop words and
verbs also identified using standford part of speech tagger and removed from the term set. With the remaining
terms in the term set Ts, stemming process is performed to get pure nouns from the terms in the term set. The
selected pure nouns are used to calculate other measures to compute combined weight.
a) Preprocessing Algorithm:
Step1: Read the documents in the Training set Ds.
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Step 2: For each document Di from Document Set Ds.
Extract text content from Document Di.
Split text into Paragraphs.
Split paragraph into statements.
Remove punctuation marks.
Split text into individual terms and collect as term set Ts.
Remove stop words from the term set Ts.
For each term in the term set Ts.
Use pos tagger to identify verb/noun.
If verb
Remove from Term set Ts.
Else
Perform stemming process.
End.
Step 3: Return Terms Set Ts.
B. Concept Match Measure (CMM):
The concept match measure is calculated follows. For a set of terms Ts given, the concepts from the
taxonomy are extracted and numbers of term matches with the class lables are calculated. Wordnet and odp
taxonomy is used to as corpus. Wordnet is a tool, which gives various words and synonyms for a single word
and related words and odp taxonomy is a data dictionary which contains various concepts and terms in
hierarchical manner.
a) Concept Match Measure (CMM) Algorithm:
Step1: For each term in the term set Ts.
For each concept in the corpus
Find exact match n or partial match m.
Compute n and compute m.
End
End
Step 2: Compute Concept Match Measure as follows
CMS [t € Ts] =n ∑i= 1 I (Pi,t)×5 log (n + 2-i)
Step 3: End.
Let Ts be the set of terms to be checked and P be the set of potential concept lables obtained from the
corpus. And n is the number of terms collected from the corpus.
CMS [t € Ts] =n ∑i= 1 I (Pi,t)×5 log (n + 2-i)
I (Pi, t) = 1, then t contains a class with label matching Pi.
I (Pi, t) =0.4, then t contains a class label with partial match.
I (Pi, t) =0, then no match found.
C. Concept Depthness Measure (CDM):
The depthness measure is calculated about other concepts which are coming under a root concept. It is
calculated as number of sub classes it discussed in the document, so that we call it as depthness of the concept
discussed in particular document. For example if a document discusses about computer then how much it
discuss about software/hardware/programming etc.
CDM = 1/ (n+m) (Ea* µ +Pa* β)
µ = 0.6; β = 0.4;
Where, Let O is the set of concepts in the corpus o, and t is the set of search terms.
Ea (o, t) is the set contains the exact class match in the particular concept with the query term.
Pa (o, t) is the set contains the partial class match in the particular concept with the query term.
n = number of exact match
m = number of partial match.
a) Concept Depthness Measure (CDM) Algorithm:
Step1: For each term in the term set Ts.
For each concept in the corpus O
Find exact match n or partial match m with concept.
Compute n and compute m.
Compute Ea, Pa.
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End
End
Step 2: Compute Concept Depthness Measure as follows
CDM = 1/ (n+m) (Ea* µ +Pa* β)
Step 3: End.
D. Semantic Informative Measure:
The semantic informative measure shows that how informative the particular document is .The semantic
informative measure represented by the weighted probability of instance parent concept and instance of child
concept. The semantic informative measure is calculated as follows.
SIM = 1/ (n+m) (Ra* µ +Ca* β )
µ = 0.6; β = 0.4;
Where, Let O is the set of concepts in the corpus o, and t is the set of search terms.
Ra (o, t) is the set contains the exact match of parent class in the particular concept with the query term.
Ca (o, t) is the set contains the exact match of child class in the particular concept with the query term.
n = number of exact match
m = number of partial match.
a) Semantic Informative Measure (SIM) Algorithm:
Step1: For each term in the term set Ts.
For each concept in the corpus O
Find exact match of parent class with the corpus Ra.
Find exact match of child class with the corpus Ca.
Compute Ea, Pa.
End
End
Step 2: Compute Semantic Informative Measure as follows
SIM = 1/ (n+m) (Ra* µ +Ca* β)
Step 3: End.
E. Combined Weight Calculation:
Once all those three measures been calculated, the combined score of all those analytical measure will be
calculated. The following equation shows how the combined score is calculated.
Total score (d є D) =
Let M = { M[1] , M[2] , M[3]]}={CMM,CDM, SIM}
Wi – weight factor.
D – The set of document to cluster.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed system produces very good results compare to other algorithms. We used 2 million text
documents and 200 concepts to cluster the document. The algorithms used 70 percent of documents for training
and 30 percent as testing documents.
We used ten categories for testing purpose of our algorithm and the following table shows the number of
documents used to evaluate the testing.
Category
Acq
Corn
Crude
Earn
Grain
Interest
Money-fx
Ship
Trade
Wheat
Cocoa
Veg-0il
Copper

No of
documents
1298
650
350
470
350
200
400
550
398
650
800
765
489
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Housing
Money-supply
Coffee
Sugar
Reserves
Ship
Cotton
Carcass

567
798
468
257
573
678
325
767

Fig. 1: shows the category names and number of documents used for clustering.
The Figure1 shows that number of documents used in each category for training phase. In training phase
each document in all the categories are processed for clustering. A part of document in each category is used for
testing purpose.

Fig. 2: shows the result of generated weight value.
The Figure 2 shows the computed weight using our algorithm for a document which is given as input from
the category acq. The computed weight shows that the input document has more weight for the category acq.
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Fig. 3: Number of patterns used by different algorithms
The Figure3 shows the comparison of different algorithms and number of patterns used by them. It clearly
shows that our proposed algorithm reduces the pattern size used, so that it reduces the computation time also.
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Fig. 4: shows the number of false indexing.
The Figure4 shows the variation of false indexing generated by all other algorithms. It shows that our
algorithm reduces the number of false indexing, and increases the efficiency of clustering.
Conclusion:
We proposed a C2S measure based text clustering algorithm which produces very little false indexing,
overlap and produces good result. The C2S text cluster produces good results and the measures computed are
very effective and based on the computed measures combined weight is calculated. We used Reuter’s data set
and we split each corpus in the data set into ten categories. We used 70 percent of the corpus as training set and
30 percent as testing set. Further we can modify the measures to compute the combined weight and refine the
results produced.
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